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Boogies Burgers 

"Best Burgers in Town"

Boogie’s Burgers is located in the Bridgeland area of Calgary and has

been serving some of the most delicious burgers in town since its

inception in 1969. Peripheral fast food treats such as milkshakes and fries

also feature on the menu, making it a complete meal. Boogies Burgers

also hosts private events such as kids' birthday parties or bachelor parties.

It is a nice place to spend an evening and satisfy fast food cravings.

 +1 403 230 7070

(Reservations)

 boogiesburgers.com/  info@boogiesburgers.com  908 Edmonton Trail

Northeast, Calgary AB

 by Mack Male   

Peters' Drive-In 

"Best Milkshakes in Canada"

This unpretentious drive-in restaurant serves up the best in classic

American fast food in a vintage 1950s atmosphere. Peters' Drive-In allows

you to mix as many flavors of their award-winning milkshakes as you want

for your own personal combination, leading to such strange mixes as the

chocolate-strawberry-bubble gum shake. It is best to arrive early, as line-

ups for the drive-through windows can get long around noon and 6p.

 +1 403 277 2747  petersdrivein.com  info@petersdrivein.com  219 16 Avenue Northeast,

Calgary AB

 by TheCulinaryGeek   

Tubby Dog 

"Bow Wowies"

A city staple, the Tubby Dog covers everything from quick carbs with the

kids to sobering up at three in the morning. The quirky place serves some

of the best hot dogs around and includes killer specials such as the

Cheetah, Sumo and Sherm's Ultimate Gripper. Sides include pickled eggs,

tubby chips or T-rings, and to wash it all down, pints for parents and Jr.

Soda for junior. The menu is always inventive with creations changing

with by the week or month. A must try while squashing hunger pangs in

the city.

 +1 403 244 0694  www.tubbydog.com/  info@tubbydog.com  1022 17 Avenue Southwest,

Calgary AB
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